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Session description: Breakthrough Leadership!
Breakthrough Leadership is full spectrum leadership that teaches every participant how to shape the
future, energize the team, build effective relationships, drive results, and model personal excellence,
integrity, humility, and accountability. These are the essential ingredients in igniting those around you
to engage fully! As top professionals and leaders in Supply Chain seeking to increase engagement of
team members while building a culture of excellence and commitment, the key is modeling the
Breakthrough Leadership principles each and every day. 92% of Fortune 500 CEOs believe that a
dynamic, engaged culture is the single-most important ingredient in long-term success. Only 16% of
these same CEOs believe their culture has attained this level. In this vibrant, engaging presentation,
you’ll gain new appreciation for your impact in igniting a truly winning culture and dedicated team!
Key takeaways will be:
Breakthrough Leadership Benefits
 Sharply increased productivity and activity from Brian’s teaching on how to elevate
ENERGY and use a simple but powerful metric to measure both individual and team EPower
 Extraordinary advances in teamwork and collaboration which ignites great customer
service improvement, increased innovation, extra-mile attitudes, and organizational
momentum that builds the bottom line
 Accelerated sales and operational performance results from new understanding and
application of the two crucial keys to successful vision practices
 Extraordinary customer AND employee loyalty stemming from use of the foundational
Breakthrough Leadership principle that builds trust and builds PEOPLE. This results in
reduced turnover and associated costs, as well as increased revenues and customer
satisfaction
 Disintegration of ‘silos’ which create sub-grouping within organizations. This sharply
improves teamwork, again leading to happy customers, organizational energy, reduced
turnover, appreciation of diversity, and better results!
 Work/life BALANCE enhancement. Understanding the secret to balance again helps
build a motivated and appreciative work team and a winning culture. This shows up as
reduced turnover and shining performance results on the bottom line.
 A team of employees that feels appreciated and inspired. Ultimately, this is the MOST
VITAL KEY to business success. Breakthrough Leadership teaches you how to build
people like no other program in the world

